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Provide Faster Care Through
Simplified Communication.

contact@pulsara.com / www.pulsara.com
+01 877 903 5642

With Pulsara, it’s simple:
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CREATE your dedicated 
patient channel.

1 2
BUILD your configurable team 

with just a tap.

3
And

COMMUNICATE.

Pulsara is a HIPAA-compliant, secure, easy-to-use app that unites the entire 
care team — even if they are in different departments or organizations. By 
replacing multiple phone calls, radio reports, faxes, and pagers with one 
unified patient channel, care providers see reduced treatment times and 
happier patients and caregivers.

Who Uses Pulsara? 
Everyone — from Ambulance Services to urgent care to 
nursing homes, testing clinics, stroke teams, imaging, 
registration, standalone emergency facilities, Public Health, 
and even emergency management teams.

Pulsara is built for any interaction a patient’s care team may 
need along the care journey. 

Our solution is flexible to connect ANY and all members of 
the care team (rural and urban) — regardless of location or 
organization. 

Why Pulsara?
Pulsara is the only solution that helps facilitate and 
streamline care coordination across inter-organizational 
care teams for any patient event from stroke to STEMI to a 
pandemic to mass casualty incidents.

We’re all about creating systems of care that scale. The 
platform enables geographically dispersed care teams 
to assemble and interact in real time across the care 
continuum using live audio, video, instant messaging, 
photo sharing and more.

CONNECTED TEAMS: SYSTEMS OF CARE THAT SCALE
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Dynamically Build Your Team
ADD ANY MEMBER OF THE TEAM WITH A TAP

With Pulsara, Emergency Services can clearly communicate 
case details, allowing the hospital to activate the proper 
teams. And then, easily add additional team members as 
your patient’s case evolves. Everybody is on the same page 
just like that.

Key Time Stamps for Reporting 
GLOBAL TIME STAMPS CAPTURED AUTOMATICALLY 

Tired of spending hours trying to identify key timestamps 
and other data for compliance reporting? We can help! 
Pusara gives you the ability to dynamically build teams 
across healthcare entities and capture timestamps based 
on a universal clock. Save time and reduce frustration.

Live Video Calling
THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

With Pulsara’s live video calling capabilities medics can show 
the hospital team members the patient or scene or the 
emergency physician can consult her orthopedic surgeon 
about a complex hand laceration whether the orthopedic 
surgeon is at her hospital or a consultant miles away. 

Audio Clips
SAVE TIME & REDUCE MISCOMMUNICATION

Allowing clinicians to record, save, and share audio clips 
empowers them to:

• Cut down on the amount of typing, filling out forms, 
and data entry.

• Minimize the reliance on outdated radio reports which 
only deliver information to individuals who will never 
take care of the patient.

• Share the RIGHT information with the ENTIRE TEAM 
instantaneously. No more errors from playing the 
telephone game.

Acknowledged patient Not acknowledged

Alerts off for this patient

Dominik Gray

TeamBack

ED Charge

Ted HarrisED Physician

Ted HarrisRegistration

Grand View RegionalHeartland Amb Grace Rural

D.M. 65y M STEMI - New EMS patient -
ETA: 10/13  11:55

D.M. 65y M STEMI - New ECG Available.

D.M. 65y M STEMI - New Image Available.

D.M. 65y M STEMI - Vital Signs added.

D.M. 65y M STEMI - Please attached OLD ECG for com-
parison.

D.M. 65y M STEMI - New message added, tap to view 
the patient.

D.M. 65y M STEMI - Cath Lab Ready: 10/13 11:46.

D.M. 65y M STEMI - Consult requested from Grace Rural 
to Grand View Regional

D.M. 65y M STEMI - Door time updated: 10/13 11:54

D.M. 65y M STEMI - Transfer Accepted from Grand View 
Regional to Grace Rural.

D.M. 65y M STEMI - Case completed. Tap to view a sum-
mary.

Sawyer Adams

Ted Harris

Jenna Stevens

Kate Mitchell

Edwin Watson

Florrie Wilson

UPDATE

David Miller - 65y M

SCHEDULE A DEMO
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Stephanie Schlenger
Neurosciences Program 
Director

RESOURCES

Download

CASE STUDYTHE PULSARA SOLUTION

Featuring Founder & CEO, James T. Woodson, MD Find out how Latrobe Regional Hospital in Australia 
improved an average of 68% in their door-to-needle times 
using Pulsara. 

Summary

Arrival

Status

Lytics

Suspected LVO

Puncture

Reperfusion

Inbound EMS

Stopped

Mar 06, 2022 08:05

Yes

Mar 06, 2022 08:30

TICI 2B
Mar 06, 2022 9:15
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Contacts

Mary
Family

PULSARA now

STROKE CASE DEMONSTRATION

DM 65Y M - Stroke Case Completed. Tap
to view summary.

In this case, we'll look at a Stroke case started in the field by 
an ambulance service.
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Consult/Transfer
REAL-TIME CONSULTATIONS WITH A TAP

With Pulsara, you can get real-time consult from any other 
clinician, and transfer your patient with just a few taps. If 
something changes along the way, the whole team knows 
about it — instantly. PLUS, our Consult/Transfer feature uni-
fies data and time stamps across organizations. Life at the 
transfer center just got a whole lot simpler.

Image Capture
SECURELY SHARE IMAGES

Send an image of the injury, scene, driver’s license, docu-
mentation, or medication list directly from the bedside — to 
anyone on your care team — instantly and securely.

“Pulsara allows our team to receive information directly from the 
EMS provider or emergency department staff who treated the 
patient first — meaning there is less likelihood of communications 
errors that can be very detrimental to patient care.”

“
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